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Introduction.  Our research during 2006 has focused on two basic themes: 1) Studies 
of topologically realistic models of strongly correlated earthquake fault systems, and 2) 
Studies of the fundamental physics of fluctuations and correlations in earthquake faults 
and fault systems. 
Topologically realistic simulations of earthquake faults systems have been constructed to 
understand the physics of interacting earthquake fault systems.  During this year, we have 
focused our SCEC research on one of these models, a simulation called Virtual 
California, that represents a model for the strike slip fault system in California.  In 
weather forecasting, current and past observations are routinely extrapolated forward in 
order to forecast future weather. 
In the area of fundamental physics, we have made considerable progress in understanding 
models of earthquake faults with realistic long range stress transfer. 
 
Virtual California. One question addressed by this year’s research is whether a 
similar application of numerical simulations can be used in earthquake forecasting.  An 
important question relates to how paleoseismic data can be used to constrain simulations, 
and whether these constrained simulations provide improved forecasts of future 
earthquakes.  During this year we developed first results from a consideration [1] of these 
issues using a method of “data-scoring”.  The data were divided into “training intervals” 
and “testing intervals”.  In the training intervals,  the time history of paleoseismic data 
was used to evaluate space-time windows of simulations.  Earthquakes following high-
scoring space-time windows in the simulations were then used as a basis for developing 
waiting time statistics and used to forecast data in the testing intervals.  In the method we 
used in this year’s research, we focused on the problem of determining the timing of 
future earthquakes having magnitude m > 7.  Our preliminary conclusion was that the 
amount of paleoseisimic data currently available does not as yet improve the waiting time 
statistics to a level significantly beyond a random (temporal) predictor.  However, this 
conclusion is based on a set of studies that are not extensive, so further investigations 
may well reveal important new avenues.  In particular, it may be that the true value of 
this approach lies in defining the probable spatial locations of future earthquakes, rather 
than their timing. 
 In Figures 1a,b below are shown examples of space-time diagrams from the 
Virtual California simulation data we used for a) A low scoring year; and b) A high 
scoring year.  Calendar year of the paleoseismic event is plotted against location of the 
paleoseismic site.  The paleoseismic events are shown as red squares with error bars 
corresponding to the time window for that  particular event.  The Virtual California 
events during the time period are shown as solid dark squares.  The times of the Virtual 
California .  Note that the high scoring year has a much larger number of events which lie 
on or near the mean paleoseismic event time. 
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(a)  Figure 1a.  Space-time paleo-diagram for a low scoring year. 
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(b)   Figure 1b.  Space-time paleo-diagram for a high scoring year 
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Fundamental Physics.  Numerical Studies of the Burridge-Knopoff model with Long 
Range Interactions:  In the past year we have worked on three projects: The first is to 
continue our simulations of the Burridge-Knopoff model with a more realistic long range 
stress transfer implemented with long range springs. The simulations have produced 
some surprising results. The main one is that the statistical distribution of earthquake 
events and the existence of precursors that might be used for forecasting depends on the 
rate at which the velocity weakening friction force weakens. We define a parameter α  
controls the weakening rate. For large α  the friction force weakens strongly with the 
velocity and for small α  the rate at which the force weakens is small. For α = 0 the 
friction force does not weaken at all and we have Mohr-Coulomb friction.  
 For long range forces and small α  the system behaves like the cellular automaton 
models such as the Rundle-Jackon-Brown or Olami –Feder-Christensen. This means that 
the system is in a punctuated ergodic state with a pronounced pseudo-spinodal which 
produces Gutenburg-Richter scaling with a b value of 0.5. When α  is large with long 
range stress transfer the model appears to mainly have characteristic events with a small 
scaling range. That is the small events scale but there is a gap between the scaling events 
and the characteristic events. The results of this study would appear to have interesting 
implications for forecasting earthquake events if the model gets the basic physics of 
faults right. The results have been accepted for publication in Physical Review E.[2] 
 Sudy of Structures in Systems with Long Range Interactions:  Since elastic forces 
are long range it is important to understand the spectrum of fluctuations and structures 
that can reasonably form in systems with long range interactions. We studied such 
systems with both a field theory representation similar to that of the long range models 
for earthquake faults and in Ising models which we have shown have the same physics as 
the cellular automaton models of earthquake faults. We found that these systems show 
precursors to nucleation, which we believe is the trigger of very large events in the 
models. These precursors  are much denser than the fluctuations associated with thermal 
phenomena but they can still be treated by a linear theory. The paper outlining the 
structure of these precursors   as well as their probability spectrum was accepted for 
publication in Physical Review E [3]. 
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